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PREFACE 
-.... · 

This series of r~ports results from 3 ;rogram initiated in 1974 
by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) for cetermination of the condition 
of sites formerly utilized by the ManhattJ~ Engineering District (MED) 
and the AEC for ~ork involving the handli~£ ~f radioactive materials. 
Sine~ the early 1940's, the control of ove~ 100 sites that ~ere no longer 
required for nuclear pro,s~ams has been ret·..:~ned to prh:ate industry or 
the public for unrestricted use. A searc~ ~f MED and AEC records 
indicated that for some of these sites, doc~~entation ~as insufficient 
to determine ~hether or not the decontami~..::ion ~ork done at the time 
nuclear activities ceased is adequate by c~rrent guidelines. 

This report contains the results of a radiological survey of the 
Sea~ay Industrial Park, Tona~anda, Ne~ Yo:~. This site ~as not associated 
~ith any MED or AEC operations, ho~ever, iu the early 1970's the Ashland 
Oil Company excavated, from their property, surface soils contaminated 
~ith lo~ levels of radioactive ~aste resi~~es that ~ere located on the 
Haist property when the Ashland Oil Compa:-:y purchased it from the U.S. 
Government in 1960. The Sea~ay Industria~ ?ark, a landfill disposal 
site, is adjacent to the Ashland Oil Campa~; (formerly Haist Property). 

Since this is an industrial sanitary landfill disposal ~'i.'t.e and 
does contain lo~ levels of radioactivity cis?ersed in the soil at 
certain locations in this landfill site, f~rther engineering assessments 
~ill be made by the Department of Energy to identify the necessity and 
possible options for remedial actions. Findings indicate under current 
usage of the site the lo~ levels of urani~~ and radium residues in the 
soil do not represent a hazard to people o:: the landfill site. 

The work reported in this document ~as co~c~cted by the following members 
of the Health and Safety Research Divisio::, Oak Ridge ~ational Laboratory, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee: 
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RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF TilE SEAWAY INDUSTRIAL PARK, 
TONAWru~DA, NEW YORK 

ABSTRACT 

The results of a radiological survey of the Seaway Industrial Park, 

Tonawanda, New York, are presented in this report. The site is adjacent 

to the former Haist property, which was used to receive residues from 

uranium processing during the period 1944-46. In 1974 approximately 

6000 yd
3 

of this residue was transported to Seaway, where it was used as 

landfill. The survey was undertaken to determine radiation levels and 

the extent of radioactive materials on the Seaway property, as well as 

the extent of movement of radioactive residues by natural means such as 

surface run-off. The survey included measurement of: external gamma 

radiation on and near the site; beta-gamma radiation at the surface in 

the most contaminated areas; radium and uranium concentrations in the 

soil; concentrations of radium, uranium, and thorium in water samples 

collected from the drainage areas; and radium concentrations in mud 

samples taken from~e'drainagc areas. The results indicutc that the 

,.~~,sidues on the site do not pose any immediate health hazards. However, 

potential health hazards could result from some uses of the site. In 

particular, if buildings were to be built in certain areas on the site, 

significant concentrations of radon daughters could develop in these 

structures. 
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IN"I?.ODUCII ON 

At t~e request of the Encrby Research and Development Administration 

(ERDA), Oak Ridge Operations, a ~adiological survey ~as conducted in 

Tonawanda, New York, at the Sea·":::.y Industrial Park. Seaway is adjacent 

to th.e former Haist property, w:-.:.ch was used to receive residue from 

uranium processing during the pc~iod 1944 to 1946. In 1974, approximately 

6000 yd3 of the residue, compri~~J essentially of low-grade uranium 

ore tailings, was excavated by .:..shland Oil, Inc., the present O\o.'ller of 

the former Haist property, and t~ansported to the Seaway property. This 

residue was dumped in the areas .~, B, and C indicated in Fig. 1. Area A 

covers approximately 10 acres, and areas ·s and C together cover approxi-

mately two acres. The residue ;..c.s left in small, isolated mounds in areas 

B and C but was spread to a dep:~: of less than 2 ft in most places in 

area A. Although much of the r~sidue is not covered, it has become mixed 

somewhat with clean soil becaus~ of the moving and spreading it has under-

gone in recent years. 

The Seaway Industrial Park (lot 94 of the TO"'ll of Tonawanda, Erie 

" County, New York) covers nearly 100 acres, most of which has been used 

as a landfill for several years. The site is located in a large industria! 

area, and the areas containing t~~ radioactive residues are more than 

one-half mile from the nearest d .... cllings. The Seaway property is 

bounded by Ashland Oil, Inc.: Ar,·~·.1y Fuel, Inc.; River Road; ~lurphy 

Trucking, Inc.; Leffler Auto Pa~:s; and·property owned by Niagara ~~hawk 

Power Corporation (see Figs. 2 a~c 3). There are no buildings on Seaway, 

and there is little vegetation. Some parts of the site (in particular, 

area A indicated in Fig. 1) arc :1: a higher elevation than the surrounding 

terrain • 
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~~st of the drainage from Se~way flows north or northeast into 

drainage ditches or a creek and is eventually carried to the nearby 

Niagara River. Some of the drainage from the area just south of ~rurphy 

Trucking, Inc., flows do~~ a steep incline toward River Road, and some 

of this run-off accumulates near Murphy Trucking, Inc. Drainage from 

the Ashland property ~ormally flows northeast across Seaway and eventually 

into the Niagara River. However, incomplete culvert construction near 

the Seaway-Ashland line has caused much of the run-off from the Ashland 

property to accumulate in a low area near the southern boundary of 

Seaway. 

The radiological survey of the Seaway Industrial Park was conducted 

by three members of the Health Physics Division, Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (OR~L). during the period August 6-13, 1976. The survey consisted 

of (1) measure::1ent of external gamma radiation at one meter above the 

surface at intervals of approximately 400 ft (that is, on a 400-ft 

"grid") over the property; (2) measurement of external gamma radiation 

at the surface and at one meter above the surface on an approximate 100-

ft grid in the region of known contamination; (3) measurement of beta-

gamma contamination levels at the surface on the same grid; (4) measur~~ent 

of gamma radiation at various depths in core holes dug throughout the 

region of kno~~ contamination; (5) collection of soil samples from some 

of the core holes for measurement of radium concentrations in all samples 

and for measurement of uranium in selected samples; and (6) collection 

of water and mud samples along the drainage paths between the property 

and the Niagara River for the determination of radionuclide concentrations. 
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RADIOLOGIC~L SURVEY TECHNIQUES 

Measurement of External Gamma and Beta-Gamma Radia:io;; '~evels 

External gamma r;-.Jiation levels were measured with scintillation 

survey meters which are described in Appendix I. ~leasu::.-::::-:::>nts were taken 

at the surface and at one meter above the surface on an a??:roximate 

100-ft grid in the region of known contamination, which l::, included in 

the areas A, B, and C sho\vn in Figs. 1, 4, and 5. Beta-_sJ.:~~-:;a surface 

readings were made on the 100-ft grid on area A using a c~iger-~fuller 

survey meter (described in Appendix I). 

Scintillation and Geiger-~fuller sm·vey meter measure:::er:ts are indi-

cative of the instantaneous exposure rate at the point of :~easurement. 

Errors result from the sensitivity of the instruments and :::·om the fact 

that calibration of the instruments is performed under co:-:htions Hhich 

are not:-equivafent to all conditions encountered in the field. Hence, 

errors of± 30% or more are possible for individual readi>.f;s. Percentage-

wise, largest errors for the G-t-1 meter occur near backgr::.-,_::18 levels, at 

which the G-1-1 meter typically shows readings in the ran~;-:- :• f 0. 02 to 

0.04 mrad/hr. At this level, accuracy is increased substa:::~::~lly by 

averaging several readings. Since beta-gamma measurements Jn this site 

were below 0.2 mrad/hr, readings are reported to the ncar~s: hundredth 

of a mrad/hr for averaging and comparison purposes. 

~leasurement of Radium in the Soil 

Holes were drilled with a motorized drilling rig to d~~:hs of 6 to 

12 ft at locations sho\o1l in Figs. 4 and 5. An auger with J. ;-in . 
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inside diameter was used for the drilling. Gamma radiation was measured 

at ·:arious <:!epths in the core holes by lol>ering a scintillation /robe 

inside the auger. This "logging" of the core holes was done as a first 

ste~ in determining the depth of contamination in the soil. 

Soil samples were collected, using a split-spoon sampler, at 60 

of the locations sho~~ in Figs. 4 and 5. In addition to random samples 

tak~~ throughout the site, extra samples ~ere collected in areas which 

were ~bought to have the most-contaminated soils. The samples were 

pac~aged in plastic bags or bottles before being transported to Oak Ridge. 

They \-Jere then transported to the Bendix Field Engineering Corporation 

in Cr~nd Junction, Colorado, where they were dried for 24 hr at ll0°C 

and :hen pulverized to a particle size no greater than 500 ~m. The 

• sa~;les were then returned to Oak Ridge where aliquots from each sample 

wer~ transferred to plastic petri dishes, l."eighed, and counted using a 

Ge(Li) detector. The spectra obtained were analyzed by computer techniques. 

A description of the Ge(Li) detector and the soil counting techniques is 

given in Appendix II. Radium concentrations were determined for all the 
.~,_; 

· dd · · · f 238u d · d f 1 t d ~n a ~t~on, concentrat~ons o were eterm1ne or se ec e 

samp:cs. ~~d samples collected along the drainage area were treated as 

normal soil samples and were analyzed for radium content. 

~feasurcment of Radioactivity in Surface Water 

Water samples were collected from the drainage areas for determination 

of r~J:um, uranium, and thorium content. These samples were taken at 

the l.J·:ations shO\m in Fig. 6. The samples were analyzed by the Analytical 

Chc~is:ry Division at O~~L, using radiochemical techniques • 

• 
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In the following, unless otherwise specified, repc..:.:ted meter measure-

ments represent gross readings; that is, background levels for the area 

have not been subtracted. Similarly, results for environmental samples 

nave not been adjusted for natural background. 

External Gamma and Beta-Gamma Radiation Levels 

The average of external gamma =adiation readings taken at one meter 

above the surface on the area of known contamination was approximately 

36 pR/hr with readings varying between 8 and 80 pR/hr (see Figs. 7 and 

8). Areas with highest external gamma radiation levels are shown in 

Fig. 9. Measurements made at 200 to 400 ft intervals on the remainder 

of the property are given in Fig. 10. Except for some drainage areas 

and a small region near the boundary of the former Haist property, 

external gamma radiation levels on the part of the site excluding areas 

A, B, and C were in the range 8 to 14 uR/hr. Background external 

gamma levels were measured in the Tonawanda area at locations distant 
'· •• ~~. ' .... ~).1-'.,!i'lll~~-l;t~~"'"!\", .... ~~~~..q>f-- .• 

enough from the residues to be uninfluenced by them. The mean backgrou:;c 
.... .:· ... --.. .. ~' .,_ .... _"'.;.;,...._ ..... ..,w:~-~ ....... ,,.,_..,..,._,. ...... - ........ ....,..;-- .. -- -··. -

reading was 11 uR/hr. It should be pointed out that the measurcmen-~::1 

were made over a short period of time and may not accurately reflect the 

annual average for that area. 

Continuous exposure to the highest external gamma radiation levels 

measured (80 uR/hr) would result in an integrated dose equivalent of ap-

proximately 670 mrem/year. Exposure of 40 hr/week to an incremental 

exposure of 25 uR/hr (the average external gamma radiation on areas A, B, 

and C minus the average background level for the area) would result in a~ 
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integrated dose equivalent. of ap_;:J:::-oxirr.atel;.· 50 mrern/year. This is about 
·~ 

half of the int:egrated dose eql:i·:2.lent l\:1ich one receives over the period 

of a year from natural backgrou~i external gamma radiation (assuming that 

background levels average 11 ~R,'~r over the year). 

Beta-gamma readings taken 2.t the surface on area A are shown in 

Fig. 11. 'file distribution of ·::~e readings closely parallels the dis-

tribution of the external gamma radiation readings. Measurements averaged 

about 0.05 mrad/hr, with readin~s varying between 0.02 and 0.14 mrad/hr. 

··""The external gamma radiation measurements at the surface on area A (Fig .-·12) 

averaged about 42 llR/hr, and the average of the external gamma radiation 

readings taken at the surface on areas B and C (Fig. 13) was approximately 

37 ~R/hr • 

Results of Water a~d ~fud Sample Analyses 

The concentrations of radiu~ in mud samples taken from the drainage 

paths leading from Ashland and Sea1>ay to the Niagara River are given in 

Fig. 6. The highest concentration of radium, 26.4 pCi/g, was found on the 

taken from point D (Fig. 1), abo~: 1700 ft north of area A, was 8.3 pCi/g. 

Point D is the intersection of t~o drains, one leading from near area A 

on Seaway and the other leadin~ :rom the former Haist Property. The low 

concentrations of radium found along the drain between D and the former 

Haist property suggest that most of the radium at point D had been carried 

from the residue on Seaway. At point E, about 2600 ft north of point D 

along a drain leading to the Nia~a:::-a River, the radium concentration in 

the mud was found to be less than 2 pCi/g • 
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The concentrations of uranium, radium, and thorium in water samples 
~~---~~ 

from Ashland and Seaway and from drainage paths leading to the Niagara 

River are given in Table 1, which also shows the maximwn permissiole 

concentrations1 (~WC's) in water fer each isotope considered. Locations 

at which the samples were collected are shown in Fig. 6. In every ~ater 

sample, th~ concentration of each isotope measured was several orders of 

* magnitude below the ~we 
w 

Radium Concentrations in the Soil 

Concentrations of radium in soil samples collected on the site are 

given in Table 2; locations are sho~~ in Figs. 4 and S. A combinati0n 

of soil sample analyses and scintillation probe "leggings" \\as used as 

sho~'Il in Figs. 14 and IS to indicate the extent of the radium in the 

soil in areas A, B, and C. (The estimation of radium concentrations 

from scintillation probe readings is explained in Appendix III.) 

In most parts of areas A, B, and C the contaminated soil extends 

from the surface to a depth of 0.5 to 2.0 ft. The average of the radium 

concentrations in soil samples taken at a depth o~i_O,,to::Itft'''was approx

imately 15 pCi/g, and the average for depths of 1 to 2 ft was approx-

imately 8 pCi/g. The highest concentration of radium found \\as 92.6 

pCi/g in a sample taken from a small residueli,pil~~'in area B. 

Locations 81 and 82 (Fig. 4) are in an area containing some sediment 

which probably has eroded from area A. Samples from these locations 

showed radium concentrations as high as 40 pCi/g. 

Concentrations of 238u found in randomly selected soil samples are 

listed in Table 3. The highest concentration of 238u found in these 

* This is also commonly referred to as the RCG (cf. ERDA~ 0524) . 
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samples was 102 pCi/g. Background concentrations ~r 238u and 226Ra in 

the Tona~anda area are typically near 1 pCi/g. 

Radon Emanation 

The average radon emanation at the surface ca~ ~e estimated u~ing 

Fig. 16 for an area in which the average radium co~~cntration in the 

soil is known. As an illustration, a conservative estimate for the 

radon emanation from area A is obtained. Over mos: cf this area, soil 

samples and scintillation probe readings indicatec :~w concentrations of 

radium in the soil at depths of more than 3 ft. The average radium 

concentration at 0 to 1 ft \o.'as about 14 pCi/g, the average at 1 to 2 ft 

was about 8 pCi/g, and the average at 2 to 3 ft ~-.·;,.s about 4 pCi/g. The 

radon emanation rate would be higher if all radi~~ at depths of 1 to 3 

ft were at depths of 1 to 2 ft. Hence, a conser:a::.-.·e estimate for the 

average radon emanation from area A can be obtain~: by estimating the 

radon emanation from 2 ft of tailings with a radi~~ concentration of 

about 14 pCi/g. It is estimated (using Fig. 16) th:.1t radon would emanate 

at a rate of about 5 pCi/m2 per sec if the conscn.:1:::ve assumption is 

made that the tailings are dry for most of the >'c:l.:-. 

At location BOP the average radium conctntra:::on at a depth of 0 to 

2 ft was abcut 80 pCi/g. Hence, radon emanations J: that point might be 

as high as 25 pCi/m2 per sec or more, asssuming d~) conditions. 

Figure 16 is based on a differential cquatio:: .,;:1ich describes the 

diffusion of radioactive gases through soils (see, :Jr example, ref. 2). 

Hence, iceal conditions are assumed. Furthermor~. ~~rors are introduced 

in assumptions regarding soil type, moisture con:~·::, 3 
uniformity of 

radium in the soil, and uniformity of the depth o: :::mtamination. At 

the f.!iddl esex Sampling Plant in f.!iddl ese:x, New J -:::.; .:~.·, actual radon 
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emanation measurements ~~re made, and results were compared with estimates 

based on Fig. 16. It appears from this comparison that estimates base.! 

on Fig. 16 may be in error by a factor of 5 or more for inrEvidual 

lo~ations on the Sea\.a;· site; however, the average of estimates for 

several locations is expected to reflect the actual average radon emanation 

rate within a factor of :. 

The residues depos~:ed on areas B and C are much more unevenly dis-

tributed than residues in area A. However, since the average of radium 

concentrations in saffiples taken from B and C is less than twice the 

average for A and since the average depth of the residue would probably 

be less than 2 ft if the residue were uniformly distributed, it is 

reasonable to assume that the average radon emanation rate from B and C 

is no more than twice the average emanation rate from A. Integrating 

the radon emanation func~ion (5 pCi/m2-sec for A and 10 pCi/m2-sec for 

B and C) over A, B, anc C and dividing by the total area (4.8 x 104 m2) 

yields an estimated average radon emanation rate of less than 6 pCi/m2 

per sec for areas A, B, and C. This is roughly 14 times the average 

world-wide radon emana:ion rate which is reported to be 0.43 pCi/m2 per 

5 sec. 

The radon concen:r3tion C in the first story of a building which is 

built on contaminated soil can be estimated from the equation6 

c • J 

where J is the emana: nn rate of the radon from the soil, h is th~ ' 

height of the ceiling, ~R ~ 2.1 x 10-6 s-l (the radioactive decay constant 

for radon), and A is :~c air exchange rate in the building. It is 
v 
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assumed in the equation that the floor is not a barrier to radon; hence 

this is a "worst-case" situation. For floors which act as barrh·:=-s, 

the value of J should be ~Jjusted accordingly. For example, as little 

as 10% of the radon might diffuse through a 2-in. concrete slab7; 

however, radon will diffuse readily through some materials. I£ we 

assume that the emanation rate J is 6 pCi/m2 per sec (the estimated 

average for the contaminated area), that h =3m, and that there is one 

air ~xchange per hour in the building, then 

c = 
6 pCi/m2 -sec 

(2.1 X 10- 6 s-1 + 2 8 10-4 -l) 3 • x s m 

"' 3 . 3"' = 7.1 x 10 pC1/m = 7 pCi/liter. 

• At the rate of one air exchange per hour, 1.0 pCi/liter of radon would 

• 

* produce a radon-daughter concentration o£ approxima~ely 0.005 WL at 

steady-state conditions. Hence, a radon emanation rate o£ 6 pCi/m
2 

per 
,~· 

second might lead to a radon-daughter concentration o£ approximately 

7 pCi/liter x 0.005 WL/pCi/liter a 0.035 WL. 

2 
The maximum emanation rates on the site were estimated to be 25 pCi/m 

'.·~:~: 

per sec or more, assuming that the tailings were dry. If buildings were 

constructed in the areas of highest radon emanation, radon-daughter 

concentrations of 0.15 WL could occur in these structures. 

,~;·.:;·· 

~.----------------
A working level (WL) is defined as any combination of radon daughters in 
one liter of air that will result in the ultimate emission of 1.3 x 10 5 

MeV of alpha particle energy • 
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Sill-NARY 

Host of the radioactive residue on the Sem..:ay prc;>er:y was ~?read 

over a 10-acre tract (area A) and extended from the su:-~~~e to a depth 

of less than 2 ft in most places. In addition, there \,·:::::-2 several 

small, isolated residue piles contained in a separate 2-~cre region 

(areas Band C). The average radium concentration in so~l samples taken 

from area A was about 10 pCi/g, and the average conce~:::-a:ion in samples 

taken from B and C was about 18 pCi/g. 

· . . . . ~lud samP.les taken from the drainage paths. betwee;: :1-:e 
8'.1111 J lilt I IIlii Jtllill I II THiliW!A ~~*i~.t"ifili\\'~~ .. ~,M-1# lii'IMRilfl'«'""'-'-~ :;_, ------------~--

• 

• 

Niagara River showed radium concentrations as high as 26.4 pCi/g. One 

soil sample taken from a low area on Sea\\ay about 100 ft r,orth of area A 

had a radium concentration of 4P pCi/g (at a depth of 2 to 3 ft at 

location 82, Fig. 4). Hence, it appears that the radio~~tive residue is 

being scattered somewhat by surface run-off, particul3::-:;· from area A, 

which is at a much higher elevation than areas B and C. 

Water samples taken on the site and in drainage pa:::s leading from 

Seaway and the former Haist property to the Niagara Ri\~r showed only 

small amounts of uraniumi thorium, and radium. In evcrj· sample, the 

concentration of each isotope tested was '-'ell hel m• th~ ~:rc for that w 

isotope. 

External gamma radiation levels 1 rn above the sur:~c~ on areas A, 

B, and C average about 36 ~R/hr, with readings varying between 8 and 80 

~R/hr. Except for a small drainage area ncar area A an~ a small region 

near the boundary of the former Haist property, cxterr.a: zamma radiation 

levels on the part of the site excluding areas A, B, a~; C were in the 

range 8 to 14 ~R/hr, which is near the background 1 eYe: :or the Tona.,.,·anda 

area. Exposure of 40 hr per week to external gamma ra~~~:ion of 25 ~R/hr 

·. 
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(the average reading in areas A, B and C minus the average background 

l~vel) would lead to an integrated dose equivalent of ??proximately 50 

mrem/year. This is roughly half of the dose equivalent which one receives 

over the period of a year from natural background radiation. 

The average radon emanation from the contaminated area is probably 

less than 14 times the average world-wide background level, and the 

contamination 

covers less than 13 acres. Hence, the radon emanation from the contam-

inated area is probably less than the radon emanation from 180 acres of 

land at average background levels. Since the residue is in an industrial 

area and is more than one-half mile from the nearest dwellings, it 

appears that there are no distinct health hazards which result from 

atmospheric transport of radon from the site. 

Potential health hazards could result from some uses of the site 

and the residues. Continuous exposure to the highest external gamma 

radiation levels measured would result in an integrated dose equivalent 

8 
of approximately 670 mrem/)"ear. The maximum allowable whole-body dose 

... 
to any individual in an unrestricted area is 500 rnrem/year. If a 

building were to be constructed in certain areas on the site, radoll-

daughter levels of 0.15 WL or higher could develop in the building; this 

would exceed the Surgeon General's guidelines for dwellings constructed 

on or with ur&nium mill tailings.
9 

... 
EPA's present recommendativn is that the whole-body radiation dose 
equivalent from the uranium fuel cycle should not be more than 25 
mrcm/year.lO 
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Table 1. 

Sample 226Ra 234u 

Wl 4.0xl0 -4 2.8xl0 -2 

W2 l.OxlO -3 2.0xl0 -2 

W3 6.3xl0 -3 4.lxl0 -3 

W6 1.6xl0 -3 4.lxl0 -2 

W7 9.0xl0 -4 l.OxlO -2 

W8 5.8xl0 -4 4.0x10 -2 

W9 8. Ox 10 -4 5.0xl0 -2 

WlO 1 .lxl0-3 1.4xl0 -2 

~1PCw 

(Soluble) 3xl0-2 30 

3 Concentrations given in pCi/ml. 

a Results of water sample 

23Su 23Bu 

1. 5xlo-3 2.8xl0 -2 

l.Qxlo- 3 2. OxlO -2 

3.4xl0 
-4 4.2xl0 -3 

1.3xlo·2 5.3xl0 -2 

4.4x10 -4 l.OxlO -2 

1.4xlo-3 3.9xl0 -2 

2.lxl0-3 5.0xl0 -2 

7.6xl0 -4 l.lxlO -2 

30 40 

' ,. 
analyses 

228Th 230Th 232Th 

3.9xl0 -4 1.8xl0 -4 7.2xl0 -5 

3.7xl0 -4 9.0xl0 -5 <4.0xl0 -5 

3.6x10 -4 l.lxlO -4 

3.2xl0 -4 6.8xl0-s 

3.0xlo-4 -5 t.l <3.0xl0 N 

3.7xl0 -4 4.lxl0 -5 

3.2xl0 -4 8.6xl0 -5 <3.0xl0 -5 

3.2xlo-4 ' '-5 7.2xl0 <3.0xl0 -5 

C> 
U1 
N 

j U1 
7 2 2 N 
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Table 2. Radium concen~~ations a in the soil 

b Sample Depth 226Ra Sample Depth 226Ra 
(ft) (ft) 

2-1 0-1 16.2 13-1 0-1 12.4 

2··:: 1-2 8.2 13-2 1-2 17.3 
. 2-3 2-4 12.8 13-3 2-3 30.6 

2-4 4.5-5.5 1.1 13-4 3-4 20.8 

2-5 5.5-6.5. 0.8 14-1 0-2 9.9 

3-1 0-1 27.8 14-2 2-3 1.7 

3-2 1-2 9.0 15-1 0-1 1.0 
3-3 2-4 1.3 15-2 1-2 0.8 

4-1 0-1 3.3 16-1 0-1 17.9 
4-2 1-2 3.0 16-2 1-2 1.4 
4-3 2-4 8.2 

17-1 0-1 40.5 
5-l 0-2 1.6 

17-2 1-2 1.0 

6-2 1-2 1.0 18-1 0-1 15.0 
6-3 2-4 7.3 18-2 1-2 1.9 

9-1 0-1 32.0 19-1 0-1 11.5 
9-2 1-2 1.5 19-2 1-2 1.3 

10-1 0-1 40.9 22-1 0-1 1.2 
10-2 1-2 1.2 

24-1 0-1 1.3 
11-1 0-2 20.5 24-4 4-4 .s 1.8 
11-2 2-3 1.3 

25-1 0-1 3.3 
12-1 0-2 6.3 25-3 2-3 4.4 

25-7 Surface 8.0 
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Table 2. (cont'd.) Radium concentrations a in the soil 

s , b amp.e Depth 226Ra Sample Depth 226Ra 
(ft) (ft) 

26-l 0-1.5 7.8 45-1 0-1 18.0 

28-l 0-1 1.4 45-2 Surface 5.2 

29-l 0-2 7.5 47-1 0-1 5.4 

47-2 1-2 6.1 
30-l 0-1 21.2 

47-3 2-3 3.6 

30-2 1-2 1.3 47-4 3-4 2.6 

31-l 0-1 50.8 47-5 4-5 3.5 

31-2 1-2 50.2 47-6 5-6 4.5 

32-l 0-1 17.8 48-1 0-1.5 32.3 

32-2 1-2 2.9 52-1 0-1 8.8 

33-l 0-1 4.8 52-2 1-2 4.5 

33-2 1-2 0.43 53-1 0-1 32.6 

34-l 0-1 2.0 53-2 1-2 1.5 

34-2 1-2 7.4 54-1 0-1 10.7 

36-1 0-1 1.3 54-1 1-2 7.8 

37-l 0-0.5 6.0 55-1 0-1 5.6 

55-2 1-2 8.2 
38-1 0-0.5 9.4 

61-1 0-1 ll.l 
39-1 0-1 20.2 

61-2 1-2 2.5 
,_~"\.,_"'f&.-::·~£:.: 

40-l 0-0.5 22.5 
62-1 0-1 4.1 

40-::: 0.5-1.0 1.8 
63-1 0-1 20.8 

41-1 0-0.5 3.7 
64A-1 0-1 11.7 ·, 

43-1 0-0.5 9.9 
64A-2 •• l-2 15.1 " • 

I 
44-l 0-0.5 18.7 64P 0-2 35.6 . 

~ 
··! 
J 

) 
"Q 
~ 

-t 
.1 
~-· f 
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Table 2. (cont 'd.) Radium concentrationsa in the soil 

Sample Depth 226Ra Sample Depth 226Ra 
(ft) (ft) 

65P 0-1 23.1 77-1 0-1 1.0 

66-1 0-1.5 13.0 77-2 1-2 1.0 

67-1 0-1 7.2 79-1 0-1 22.2 

68-1 0-1 5.8 80-1 0-0.5 3.6 

70-1 0-0.5 2.6 80-Pl 0-1 92.6 

72-1 0-1 3.4 80-P2 1-2 71.7 

72-2 1-2 1.9 81-2 
""'·~·:,· 1-2 LO 

75-1 0-1 24.6 82-1 0-1 6.5 

76P Surface 5.9 82-2 1-2 1.1 

82-3 2-3 40.0 

\teasurements given in pCi/g. 

bThe first number in the sample designation refers to the sample location 
(see Figs. 4 and 5) . 

--::-z-~=~:-· 
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Table 3. 
"': · a 238 ''···· 

Concentratl.;:'!S of U in selected samples 

Sample b 238u 

· (pCi/g)~:'.;-1~· 

3-1 63.0 

5-1 2.9 

ll-1 17.0 

13-1 40.0 

28-1 2.5 

30-2 2.8 

31-2 56.0 

33-2 2.4 

34-1 4.3 

36-1 4.2 

47-3 3.5 

48-1 44.0 

53-1 46.0 

63-1 34.0 

65P 21.0 

66-1 12.0 

68-1 ... 12.0 

77-1 2.5 
-:~;t~:-

79-1 N.F. 

80-P2 102 

82-3 59.0 

aRadium concentratio"= and depth ~.{,,_these samples are 
given in Table 2. 

bThe first number in :he sample name refers to the 
sample location (se: ?igs. 4 and 5). 

·'.~. -
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RADIATION SUR\t'EY METERS 

Beta-Gamma Survey Meter 

A portable Geiger-1-AJller (G-H) survey meter is ~l:e primary instru-

ment for measuring beta-gamma contamination. The G-~! ~ube is a halogen

quenched stainless steel tube having a 30 mg/cm2 wa~: -:..:1ickness and 

presenting a cross-sectional area of approximately 10 2 
C;J • Since the G-?-1 

tube is sensitive to both beta and gamma radiation, ~easurements are taken 

in both an open-window and a closed-window configura-::i::;:-1. Beta radiation 

cannot penetrate the closed window and thus the beta reading can be de-

termined by taking the difference between the open a~c closed window readings. 

This meter is shown in Fig. I-A. 

The G-M survey meter was calibrated at ORNL for ga~~a radiation using 

a National Bureau of Standard {NBS) radium source an.: a depleted uranium 

source. The· gamma calibration factor is typically of the order of 2600 

cpm per mR/hr. The beta-gamma calibration for this site was determined 

-by comparison with a Victoreen Model 440 ionization ch~~ber (see Fig. 1-
-~{f~;~~Yif·W~:~:.-.--·· 
B). Sased on the measurement of a variety of uranilli7. contaminated 

surfaces, the calibration factor was determined to be 1750 cpm per 

mrad/hr with a standard deviation of 25\. 

Gamma Scintillation Meter 

A portable survey meter with a Nai scintillatio;; ~robe has been used 

to measure low-level gamma radiation exposure (see Fi6- I-C). The scintil-

lation probe is a 3.2 x 3.8 em Nai crystal mounted o;; ~ photomultiplier 

tube. This probe is coupled with a Victoreen Hodel T.1ya:: III ratemeter 
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(see Fig. I-C). The unit is capable of me3suring radiation levels from a 

fEo,.; ;JR/hr to several hundred lJR/hr. It is calibrated at ORNL wL:1 an NBS 

226 
st~~Jard Ra source. Typical calibration factors are of the order of 

250 to 400 cpm per lJR/hr • 
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Fig. I-B. Victorecn ~lodel 440 
Ionization Chamber. 
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Fie. I-C. Gamma scintillation survey meter. 
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DESCRIPTION OF Gc(Li) DETECTOR SYSTE~I 

A holder for h::oh-e 30-cc polyethylene (standard li(!uid scintil-

lation sample) bottlc:s and a background shield have been desi::ncd for use 

with a 50-cc Ge(Li) d£~ector system in laboratory counting of radioactivity 

in environmental sa:::.?l:::s (see Figs. II-A, II-B). During counting of the 

samples, the holder is used to position ten of the sample bottles around 

the cylindrical surf~ce of the detector, parallel to and symmetric about 

its axis, and two ad:::i:ional bottles across the end SlJrface of the de-

tector, perpendicul~~ to and symmetric with its axis. With a 300-cc 

sample and a graded 3hield developed for use with the system, it is pos-

"bl 1 r· 1 f 232Th 226R · h f 10° s1 e to measure p~l 1 g o or a w1t an error o ~ ~. 

Data is gathere.: by a 4096-channel analyzer, stored on magnetic 

tape, and subsequent:;- entered into a computer program 1-:hich uses an 

it"erative least squa.·es method to identify radionuclides corresponding to 

those gamma-ray_lines =ound in the sample. The program relies on a look-up 

table of radioisotopes which contains approximately 700 isotopes and 2500 

gamma-rays and runs continuously on the IBf.l-360 system at ORNL. In identi

fying and quantifying 226Ra, six principal gamma-ray lines are analyzed. 

f.fost of these are fro;.; 214Bi and correspond to 295. 352, 609, 1120, 1765, 

and 2204 KeV. An es:i:::ate of the concentration of 238u is obtained from an 

234 
analysis of the 93 KcV line from its daughter Th. 

~ --. -. •-r.-:.--.4_; .. ··: 



Fig. II-A. llolder for Ge(Li) detector 
system sample. 
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EST!f.IATES OF RADiill-1 CONCENTRATIONS FROf-1 

SCINTILLATION PROBE READINGS 

Scintillation probe readings were used to make conservative estimates 

of radium concentrations ac points where no soil samples were taken. 

For example, at location 19, no samples were taken below 2 ft. However, 

scintillation probe readings decreased by a factor of 2 from 1 ft to 4 

ft; and since the measured radium concentration at 1 to 2 ft was 1.3 

pCi/g, an estimate of 1 pCi/g was made for the average radi~ concentratiJn 

from 1 to 4 ft. At location 33 no soil samples were taken below 2 

ft. The measured concentration at 1 to 2 ft was near 0.5 pCi/g, and 
~~~~~· 

the scintillation probe readings decreased slightly from 1 to 4 ft. 

Hence, a conservative estimate of 1 pCi/g was made for the average 

radium concentration at 1 to 4 ft. As a final example, we consider 

location 34 where no soil samples were taken below 2 ft. The measured 

concentration at 1 to 2 ft was about 7 pCi/g, and the average scintillatic:-: 

probe reading at 2 to 4 ft was slightly more than half the scintillation 

probe reading at 1.5 ft. Hence, a conservative estimate of 5 pCi/g 

was made for the average radium concentration at 2 to 4 ft. 

For core holes at which no soil samples were taken at any depth, 

estimates were based on the formula y • 1.33x, where 
·g ITII !II'IIL~::; 

x = scintillation probe cpm/1000, 

y • pCi 226Ra/g. 

The line y "' 1.33x is a "best-fitting" curve for about 90 pairs (x,y) for-

which both the scintillation probe reading x and the radium concentratio;; ; 

were known. (These scintillation probe readings and soil samples were taL::-. 
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at points on ScJ1.;:::y .) Estimates obtained from this formula were correct 

within a factor of 1.5 for 60% of the samples which were. taken at points 

226 ,~· on Seaway and ~o.·hi.:::h contained at least 5 pCi Ra/g; estin:.tes were 

correct within a factor of 2 for 84% of these samples. For Seaway samples 

which contained l2ss than 5 pCi 
226

Ra/g, the formula usually yielded very 

conservative es~i.~ates for the radium concentration. 
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